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Abstract: An unglazed transpired solar collector is a system that 
can leverage the abundant solar energy for various purposes. The 
solar collector is available in flat or corrugated form and is seen 
to be installed as an exterior layer of building facades.  The 
cladding thus made absorbs radiation from the sun and heats up 
air being sucked by fan and flowing through perforations. In this 
research the focus has been to understand the correlation of plate 
temperature, exit temperature, the velocity distribution in the 
chamber and perforation location when air flows past an 
unglazed transpired solar collector (UTC).  The establishment of 
correlations was carried out in the dataset of flow variables 
obtained after solving the problem using Navier-Stokes (NS) 
equations along with standard two-equation (k-ε) turbulence 

models and Shear Stress Transport (SST ) k-ω models for 

turbulent flow. The same problem was also solved using NS 
equation using laminar model. An attempt has also been made to 
compute Pearson’s correlation coefficient of any two variables to 
understand their strong and weak correlations. A linear 
regression analysis was done through an open source software 
Rstudio for a dataset produced during the computational 
modeling using a commercial CFD solver, Ansys® Fluent. At the 
end a Monte Carlo simulation has been done to predict the 
likelihood of using the flat UTC for drying as well as to 
understand the dependency of system efficiency on plate exit 
temperature, suction velocity and freestream temperature. 

Keywords Unglazed Transpired Solar Collector (UTC), 
turbulent models, Suction velocity, Exit temperature, 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Unglazed transpired solar collectors (UTC's) are now a well- 
recognized solar air heater for heating outside air directly. 
They are key components in many engineering applications, 
such as in institutional and residential heating, industrial 
processes like sewage wastewater treatment, and food 
processing [Siwei Li et al., 2014]. The solar collector is 
available in flat or corrugated form and is seen to be 
installed as an exterior layer   of building facades.   
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The cladding thus made absorbs radiation from the sun and 
those heats up air being sucked by fan and flowing through 
perforations. The hot air is usually collected at the outlet for 
preheating of ventilation air, for producing hot water and for 
cooling using desiccants in domestic environment 
(Athienitis et al., 2011). 
Out of two forms of UTC such as flat and corrugated, the 
corrugated form of UTC has reported to have 70% higher 
efficiency (Bambara, 2012) than the flat one when both are 
integrated with photovoltaic systems for the generation of 
electricity and heat.  Typically, the flow of air over the 
UTCs is driven by mechanical fans. The solar radiation that 
falls on the UTC creates thermal buoyancy effect and the 
formation of atmospheric boundary layer is observed to be 
developed on UTC. Both the buoyancy effect and boundary 
layer on UTC complicates the other important phenomena 
such as impingement, separation, reattachment that are 
expected to happen on the perforated UTC. The airflow over 
and through the perforations of UTC plate has different 
Reynolds number. It is in the order of 103 (laminar flow) 
when the flow is through perforation and 106 (turbulent 
flow) while the airflow is over the plate. This confirms that 
there is a transition of flow happening between laminar to 
turbulent states. The local flow situation gets even more 
complex   due to the presence of low porosity of plate (0.5–2 
%) is attributed to the small perforation. The flow transition 
and small perforation contribute towards a non-homogeneity 
of suction of flow through perforation. However there exits 
classical research findings on homogeneous suction by early 
outstanding researchers [Iglisch (1944), Kay (1948), 
Schlichting and Gersten (2000) ].  In their studies   
perforation spacing of a few millimeters was used and the 
vertical velocity at the plate surface was assumed which led 
to the availability of an asymptotic solution of velocity field. 
So, a difference between the types of suction (homogeneous 
and non-homogeneous) of flow over plate is found in the 
earlier studies over UTC. 
In this research the focus has been to understand the 
correlation of plate temperature, exit temperature and the 
velocity distribution in the chamber when air flow past an 
unglazed transpired solar collector (UTC) by using the using 
Navier-Stokes (NS) equations along with standard two-
equation (k-ε) models and Shear Stress Transport (SST ) k-
ω models for turbulent flow. 
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 Monte Carlo simulation has been done to predict the 
likelihood of using the flat UTC for drying as well as to 
understand the dependency of system efficiency on plate 
exit temperature, suction velocity and free stream 
temperature.  

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF FLOW 

The conservation forms of three governing equations are 
given below. Each of these equations is time-averaged and 
presented below: Mass conservation equation: 

 +                                                                   (1) 

 
Momentum conservation equation: 

 +  =                                (2)  

Energy conservation equation: 

 +  =   -   + 

                                                    (3) 

 
Turbulence Models: One of the turbulence models used 

in this research is k-ɛ. The description of which is outlined 

below. 
The two-equation (k-ε) turbulence models, given below, 

have been used in the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes 
(RANS) equations only to model the turbulent quantities. 

 +  = -   +    - (1 + 

)                                                                         (4) 

 +  = -   +  - 

                                              (5) 

Where 

, ,  =  = 1.4,  =  = 1 and  = 

 = 1.92,  exp ;   ;  1 – 0.3 exp (  

Boundary conditions for epsilon (ε) and k at the wall are 

 = ;  = 0 

The turbulent stress components are  

 = 2 - k   and   =  -   

III. METHODOLOGY 

The geometry, flow domain and different surfaces used for 
boundary conditions chosen for the simulation study are 
shown in Fig.1 (a). The UTC plate used in the study has an 
area of 0.6 m x 0.6 m and the cavity has a height of 0.15 m. 
Each perforation diameter is 0.00159 m and the pitch 
(distance between two perforations) is 0.01689 m. The 
thickness of wall is 0.00086 m .The upper part of the 
domain from the cavity surface is 0.3 m. This is sufficient 

enough to accommodate the growth of boundary layer. The 
boundary conditions are defined below in the Table 1 and 
the same has been depicted in a schematic diagram for the 
flow domain in X-Y plane in Fig.2. 

TABLE 1: Boundary Conditions 
Surface 
Number 

Boundary 
condition 
type 

Flow variable 

1 Inlet Free stream velocity  is 1 m/s  and 

temperature   is 298 K and  

Turbulent Intensity  is chosen as 1 

% 

2 Wall Heat flux (solar radiation) is 600 

Watt/ m2 

3 Outlet Gauge pressure is equal to  zero 

4 Wall Adiabatic wall ( heat transfer 

across the wall, Q=0) 

The computations of the flow variables were carried out 
using the established SIMPLE algorithm. It is to be noted 
that the flow velocity at the approach( surface 1) varies 
between 0 to 1 m/s and the value of the suction velocity at 
the plate exit ( surface 2) varies from  0.045 to 0.077 m/s. 
These were verified during experiments as well. 

 
Fig. 1(a) Flat UTC model configuration (unit: m) – 

Computational Domain 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 1(b) Sketch of perforated and solid rows 
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagrams with boundary condition for 

the flow domain in X-Y plane 

Convergence and Mesh Independence Test 

The residuals were intermittently calculated by the solver 
and an absolute value of tolerance of 10-6 was chosen for all 
variables to meet for their convergence.  A grid 
independence test was carried out to verify if the acceptance 
of the value of each variable computed three different grid 
resolutions of the domain does not change and the summary 
of the study is presented in Table 2.  

Table 2 Grid Independence Test 

 
Case 1: wind speed=1m/s and suction velocity=0.077m/s  
Case 2:  wind speed=1m/s and suction velocity=0.045m/s 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The cases presented only in Table 3 are the ones which were 
considered for validation between simulation   and   
experimentation.   The Fig. 3 shows a comparison of  (a) 
plate temperature and (b) cavity exit temperature  computed 
from CFD solver with those  obtained from experiments. 
The matching between the numerical results and their 
validation is quite good and hence acceptable. The simulated 
results using two-equation (k-ε) turbulence closure model 

were more consistent and stable in terms of convergence as 
compared to those obtained from the standard shear stress k-
ω model. However, all the models predict identical results 
when the cavity temperature was noted. 

Table 3 Tested cases for model validation 
Cases 1 2 

Freestream wind 
speed[m/s] 

1 1 

Suction velocity 
[m/s] 

.045 .077 

 
 

The laminar and SST k-ω are also considered for 

comparison and presented below. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3 Validation of results for flat UTC model: (a) plate 
temperature [ in K]  and (b) cavity exit air 

temperature[in K]. 
From the Fig.4 it is observed that the mean y-component of 
velocity predicted by k-ɛ turbulence model is more chaotic 
in the cavity zone compared to that predicted by k-ω 

turbulence model. The velocity variation is predictable and 
follows a pattern in case of k-ω. TheFig. 5 shows a 
comparison of velocity profile, Uy  of   air within the 
chamber predicted by 3 different models k-ω , laminar and 
k-ɛ  for suction velocity, Vs= 0.077 m/s.  Although the 
variations by all the three models look similar, at Y=0.011, 
the higher value of Uy is predicted by the Laminar model. It 
supersedes k-ɛ and k-ωwhich predicts the lowest value. 
Between Y=0.21 and 0.31 (middle of the cavity) the Uy 
predicted by all models rises sharply and remains almost the 
same. From Y=0.31 to 0.51, the Uy rises.  This change of 
variation is due to the inherent nature of the flow near the 
walls (velocity component is towards lowest value) friction 
deters the growth of velocity and near the surface of UTC 
(perforated one) the speed is hugely affected by the suction 
velocity and it adds to increase the magnitude of Uy.  
The temperatures predicted [shown in Fig.6] by laminar 
model are higher than that predicted by other two turbulence 
models in the region indicated by Y=0.31 to 0.5. For the 
suction velocity Vs=0.077 m/s, the cavity exit air 
temperature is rising from 298 K to 318.2 K. For suction 
velocity Vs=0.045 m/s, the plate temperatures predicted by 
all three models start rising from 302 K. The highest value 
of the temperature predicted 
by the laminar model is 348 K. 
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Fig. 4 Mean Uy velocity  and pathlines in the cavity  

predicted by CFD [k-ω] 

 
Fig. 5 Comparison of velocity profile, Uy  of  hot air within 
the chamber predicted by 3 different models k-ω , Laminar 

and k-ɛ  for suction velocity, Vs= 0.077 m/s 

 
Fig. 6 Comparison of  Plate Temperatures predicted by 3 

different models k-ω (k-omega), Laminar and k-ɛ (k-
epsilon) for suction velocity, Vs= 0.077 m/s 

 
Fig. 7 Box plots to show the range and characteristics of   

plate temperatures predicted by 3 different models k-ω (k-
omega), laminar and k-ɛ (k-epsilon) for suction velocity, 

Vs= 0.077 m/s 

 
Fig. 8 Cavity vertical velocity versus plate temperature  with 
regression line 
Fig.8 shows cavity(or chamber) vertical velocity versus 
plate temperature  variation where a regression line  is 
passing through the variation and it is noted that there is a 
slightly increasing linear relationship between plate 
temperature and vertical velocity. The variation around the 
estimated regression line is  not constant but an assumption 
of equal error variance is reasonable in this case.  
Table 4 shows correlation among perforation location in flat 
UTC, numerical plate temperature(Tp), vertical 
velocity(Vy), exit temperature(Te),experimental  plate 
temperature(Tpe) and experimental exit temperature(Tee). It 
shows  a measure of the direction and strength of the 
relationship between two variables. It is measured by the 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient(r) that varies between -1 
and +1. Correlation does not mean causation.  A strong 
relationship between any two variable does not necessarily 
mean that one causes the other. From the table it’s noted that 

location has strong correlation with cavity vertical velocity 
and weaker correlation exit temperature and plate 
temperature.  

TABLE 4:  Correlation Matrix 

 
 
Monte Carlo simulation has been used to model the 
probability of different outcomes in a process that cannot 
easily be predicted due to the intervention of random 
variables. It is a technique used to understand the impact of 
risk and uncertainty in prediction and forecasting models.  
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In this research system thermal efficiency (η)[6]was 
computed. That is given as ρ x Vs x Cp x (Te-T∞)/G, where 
density of air (ρ) is 1.22 kg/m

3, suction velocity is kept 
between .045 m/s and 0.077 m/s,  specific heat capacity of 
air at constant pressure(Cp) is 1.005 KJ/KgK, exit 
temperature (Te) and freestream temperature(T∞) are in 
kelvin(K) and solar radiation(G) on UTC is in Watt/m2. The 
simulation was run for 1000 times to compute the likelihood 
(41%) of efficiency that could be acceptable for use. The 
acceptability of use was decided based upon the drying 
capacity of UTC . The simulation also predicted the 
likelihood of Tegoing greater than 325 K (close to 52 oC) 
where drying is possible and it affects the system efficiency. 
From the Fig.9 it is also noted that the likelihood of 
freestream (T∞) affecting the system efficiency is about 54% 
in this study. Similarly the chamber where the heat is 
collected could be used for drying (typical range of drying is 
10oC to 15oC ) purpose. The suction velocity affects the 
efficiency. From the simulation it is observed that the 
likelihood is 52% for  Vs which is greater than 0.06 m/s that 
would affect efficiency. 

 

Fig.9 Likelihood of different variables affecting 
system efficiency 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The numerical simulation of fluid flow and heat transfer 
through a perforated flat UTC was carried out. In this 
research the focus has been to understand the correlation of 
plate temperature, exit temperature and the velocity 
distribution in the chamber when air flow past an unglazed 
transpired solar collector (UTC) and predict the performance 
of the system using computational method. An attempt has 
also been made to compute Pearson’s correlation coefficient 

of any two variables to understand their strong and weak 
correlation.  The regression analysis and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient values have strengthened the fact that 
there is a strong correlation between cavity vertical velocity, 
perforation location and temperature.  The Monte Carlo 
simulation  predicted the likelihood of Tegoing greater than 
325 K (close to 52 oC) and in this case drying by hot air 
collected in the cavity( or chamber) is possible and it also 
affects the system efficiency. The simulation also revealed 
that the likelihood of system efficiency getting affected by 
key decision variables such as suction velocity(Vs),  plate 
exit temperature(Te) and freestream temperature(T∞). 
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